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n         Gold prices were little changed today, having hit a one-year low in the previous
session on a resilient U.S dollar. Gold could fall to $1,200 ahead of a September
rate announcement. Rising yields of risk-free government bonds can dull the
appeal of gold which doesn�t offer a yield.

n  Spot gold was up 0.1 percent at $1,209.15 an ounce, after hitting the lowest
since July 2017 at $1,206.80 in the previous session. For the week, the
precious metal was down more than 1 percent, in what could be its fourth
straight weekly drop. U.S gold futures were, however, 0.2 percent lower at
$1,217.20 an ounce.

n      The dollar stayed firm against the yuan and a basket of currencies as worries
about an escalation in trade tensions between the United States and China
supported the U.S currency.

n      China vowed to retaliate if the United States acted on a threat to raise tariffs
on the Asian nation's exports, fueling fears in financial markets that the trade
war between the world's two biggest economies would escalate.

n The number of Americans filing for unemployment benefits rose less than
expected last week, pointing to sustained strength in the labour market despite
trade tensions.

n Momentum indicators suggest prices will continue to fall, according to analysts
at ScotiaMocatta, and gold has not yet snapped a steep downtrend line from
mid-June.

n Adding to the pressure on bullion are expectations that the Federal Reserve
will raise interest rates again in September. Those expectations were bolstered
on Wednesday by the Fed, which praised the strength of the U.S economy,
and forecast-beating employment data on Wednesday and Thursday.

Gold markets have drifted a bit during the trading

session yesterday, reaching down towards the $1215

region. The market has significant support at the $1210

level, but even more at the $1200 level. Economists

think that it is only a matter of time before the markets

turn around and bounce from here, and it could be a

nice buying opportunity. In the short term though, the

rallies will probably continue to be sold off, as gold

simply cannot get out of its own way. Selling rallies on

short-term charts might continue to be the best way

between now and $1200, but the volatility will continue

to be stomach churning. With the jobs number coming

out today, it�s very likely that it will continue to see

continued bouncing around, but it suspect that any

flush lower at this point will probably be met with buying

pressure. If it break down below the $1200 level, it

could break down rather significantly from that point.
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n Gold is now fighting a rising set of interest rates

in America

n Higher interest rates are a source of pressure for
gold because they push up bond yields and tend
to boost the dollar

n Gold could fall to $1,200 ahead of a September

rate announcement

n Tightening monetary policy elsewhere could begin

to push the dollar lower and help gold recover to

above $1,300 next year

n Higher bond yields meanwhile make non-yielding
gold less attractive to investors
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n     Oil prices were down today as the market re-focused on bearish longer term
factors following a bounce in the previous session as U.S crude inventories in
a key hub fell to their lowest in nearly four years.

n      U.S West Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude futures were at $68.70 per barrel,

down 26 cents from their last settlement. Brent crude futures were at $73.15

per barrel, down 30 cents from their last close.

n Stocks at the key Cushing storage hub in Oklahoma fell by 1.3 million barrels,
the lowest level since October 2014, according to data from the Energy
Information Administration (EIA). This helped to pushed Brent futures to close
$1 a barrel higher yesterday.

n Trade volume is pretty low in futures today. Yesterday it had a strong rebound
supported by Cushing but there�s not a lot else that is driving prices higher so
it is seeing a bit of a correction.

n However, low stocks were still providing a floor as even with last week�s rise,
overall U.S crude inventories are below the 5-year average of around 420
million barrels.

n WTI is heading for a roughly flat week after four weekly falls, while Brent is on
track to post a fourth week of declines in five, set for a drop of 1.4 percent.
Analysts said the outlook beyond the short-term was turning bearish.

n Russian oil output rose by 150,000 barrels per day (bpd) in July from a month

earlier, to 11.21 million bpd, energy ministry data showed on Thursday. Output

by top exporter Saudi Arabia has also risen recently, to around 11 million bpd,

and U.S production is around that level as well.

The WTI Crude Oil market found plenty of support at

the $67 level to turn around and bounce over one

dollar from the lows. Because of this, it looks as if it

is going to continue to stay within the range, between

the $67 level on the bottom and the $70 level on the

top. Economists think that the jobs number will of

course push this market around as well, but it is starting

to find an area that buyers are willing to step in and

lift this market. That doesn�t mean it�s good to be an

easy long to take, but the uptrend line has to add

significance to the support at $67. Brent markets also

fell during the day, only to find support at the $72 level.

By doing so, the market has turned around of form a

bit of a hammer like candle, and it looks as if a bounce

is imminent. If it bounce from here, it will be difficult

to break above the $75 level, so what it could see is

simple back and forth trading.

n Oil prices were mixed today after strong gains in

the previous session

n U.S crude oil inventories actually rose by 3.8

million barrels last week to 408.74 million barrels

n Stockpiles at the hub fell by 1.1 million barrels

since Friday, July 27

n Investors fear China would lower energy demand

following recent development and drive crude

prices lower

n U.S will keep turning up the pressure on China

for as long as the country refuses to level the

economic playing field
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n       Silver futures fell to July 20 lows in Asian trade, while the dollar index backed
off July 20 highs ahead of the all-important US payrolls report later today. The
economy is expected to have created 191 thousand new jobs last month,
compared to 213 thousand in June. U.S stock indexes are pointed toward lower
openings when the New York day session begins.

n Silver futures due on September 15 dropped 0.49% to $15.31 an ounce as of
05:58 GMT, marking two-week lows, while the dollar index inched down 0.04%
against a basket of major rivals to 95.13, moving off two-week highs.

n Markets await US labor data, with the unemployment rate expected to have
fallen to 3.9% from 4%, while average hourly earnings are estimated with a
0.3% increase, up from 0.2% in June.

n The trade deficit is estimated to have risen to $46.5 billion in June from $43.1,
while the final reading for the Markit services PMI is expected at 56.2, same
as before.

n Services PMIs are crucial as services constitute two thirds of American GDP,
with the indices covering healthcare, finance, housing, retail, and many other
sectors in the economy, which usually have bearing on the Federal Reserve's
policy decisions later.

n      The more important ISM services PMI is estimated to dip to 58.9 from 59.1 in
June. The White House announced Wednesday that it is considering increasing
from 10%, to 25%, the tariffs on Chinese imports. The world�s two largest
economies going at it on trade is a keen worry in the global marketplace.

n World stock markets were mostly lower overnight, on renewed worries about
the U.S imposing higher tariffs on Chinese imports. U.S stock indexes are
pointed toward lower openings when the New York day session begins.

Silver markets initially tried to rally yesterday but

found the $15.50 level a bit too expensive and rolled

over to struggle overall. Econimsts believe that the

market will probably continue to be very noisy

between now and the jobs number, and quite frankly

silver is a bit too volatile for my liking to try to predict

what happens next with money. Market player

believe at this point it can probably count on is a

lot of noise. At this point, if it can break above the

$15.65 level, the market could go higher, perhaps

reaching towards $15.80 next, and then perhaps

even the $16.15 level. The $15 level underneath is

massive support, and it should be thought of as a

bit of a �floor� in the market. However, with the jobs

number coming out today it�s likely that the market

will continue to jump around quite a bit.

n Silver prices were up 0.03 percent at $15.35 an
ounce

n US economy continues to expand and inflation

hovers around 2%

n Silver sales in July were at 486,821 ounces, up

from 229,280 ounces in June

n September Comex silver was last down $0.042
at $15.41 an ounce

n The Federal Open Market Committee voted to

maintain overnight interest rates unchanged

between 1.75% and 2.00% as expected
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